
Fort Henry Days 2020 Sutler Guidelines

1. Registration & Fees   - All Merchants, Sutlers & Vendors are required to register for the event.  No fee is charged to 
register.  The Event Organizers reserve the right to charge at subsequent events with prior notice.

2. Definition of   Period Appropriate   - Representative of the years 1750 -1785 along the western frontier, between the
Allegheny Mountains and the Ohio River.  In the spirit of accurate interpretation, we strongly suggest that you 
obtain primary documentation, but do not require it at this time.

3. Definition of Blanket Trader   - Individuals offering Period Appropriate goods for sale (or trade); not exceeding 
$300.00 in retail value, displaying said goods on the ground, on one blanket, no larger than 72"x90" (4 point).  
Blankets may be set-up near the owner’s shelter, but may not interfere with camp setup or passage of a 
thoroughfare.

4. Definition of a Sutler   - Anyone using a shelter or table type venue to sell (or trade) Period Appropriate goods in 
excess of $300.00 retail value.

5. Merchandise   - All goods sold must be in compliance with Local, State and Federal Laws and is the sole 
responsibility of each Sutler/Merchant.  Sutlers/Merchants are responsible for obtaining any necessary permits and 
paying any applicable taxes.  Goods offered for sale (trade) must be Period Appropriate. 
Event Organizers reserve the right to determine the appropriateness of said items.
-Items of modern synthetic construction are not acceptable such as plastic beads, neon hair accessories, plastic 
spears etc. 
-Children’s toys should be representative of Period toys (pop-guns, slide whistles, toy drums and other annoyances 
are not acceptable.)
-Electronic Media and Modern Printed Material may be displayed and sold if it is of a topic relevant to the Period 
and done in a manner which is not disruptive to the atmosphere of the event.

6. Venues   - Venues must be Period Appropriate.  They must be set-up in the designated Sutler’s Row and be free of 
blatant anachronisms.  Those not able to comply with an acceptable Period venue must seek alternate 
accommodations with Event Organizers, under the pavilion, prior to the event.  Space is Limited-First Come First 
Served.

7. Dress   - Sutlers in Sutler’s Row are expected to abide by the same Period Dress Code and guidelines as the 
reenactors.  Those not able to comply with acceptable Period clothing and accoutrements must seek alternate 
accommodations with Event Organizers, under the pavilion, prior to the event.    Space is Limited-First Come First 
Served.

8. Set-up   - Sutlers/Merchants are permitted to set-up during times when camps are open to vehicles.  If an 
unavoidable conflict will not permit set-up in these hours, arrangements must be made with the Event Organizers.  
No Vehicles permitted during public hours, except for emergencies.

9. Agreement   - Your registration and attendance is interpreted as agreement in complying with the above policies.

 


